
Sheltered English Instruction Strategies
Day 2



Today’s Objectives

Together we will…
Listen to and learn from ELL voices

Go for a memory jog
create academic language objectives



l All Students deserve to 
know what they will be 
learning.  

l ELLs in particular benefit 
from the structure.

l Post agendas and objectives. 



In their own words

l Read through all of the quotes online       

l Categorize the quotes as follows:

1. Increasing comprehensibility

2. Providing appropriate extra assistance

3. Reducing embarrassment

l Sit with your team and assign numbers to 
yourselves.

l Discuss and be ready to justify                 
category placements



Humor is cultural!!

Being aware that jokes exclude ELLs

• Jokes is difficult to me. 

• You should not make a joke about everything.



Mainstream teachers were asked what they would 
like to say to their ESL students. The great 
majority of respondents said that ESL students 
should take a little more initiative in asking for 
help or expressing lack of understanding. At the 
very least ESL students who cannot answer 
questions should make it clear to the teacher 
whether this is because they don't understand the 
question, don't know the answer, or                               
don't know how to say the answer in                   
English.

In teachers’ own words



l What do you think ELLs say 
about your class?

l Occasionally seek feedback 
from students to gauge how 
they are acclimating to your 
class, and to gauge how you 
can improve your practice.





memory jogger/Gallery Walk

1. Assemble into teams.

2. Assign roles and numbers.

3. Peruse the day 1 presentation to jog your memory.

4. Create a pinterest-worthy cheat sheet of day 1 
takeaways.

a) Be creative! Be thoughtful! Be clever!

5. Know your cheat sheet and be able to explain in          
detail  what you wrote where and why.

6. Be prepared to switch groups and present your               
cheat sheet to your new group as you rotate.



§ Memory joggers are a 
fabulous collaborative 
learning task that engages 
all learners at all levels. 

§ Excellent opportunity for 
differentiation, and to 
promote growing voices.



Team Reflection

l Reflect on how well your team executed the task.

– Did everyone abide by their roles?  Could there have 
been other roles?

– List each person’s name and how they contributed to 
the team effort.

– What will the team do differently the next time you 
work together, in the name of process improvement?

l Would this reflection help to strengthen your 
students’ team efforts?  Why or why not?



Individual Reflection

l Reflect on how well you engaged in the collaborative 
task.

– On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate your contribution?

– What did you do well?

– What would you do differently next time, in the name of 
process improvement?

l Would this reflection help to strengthen your 
students’ team efforts?  Why or why not?



l Assign roles and 
reflections because…



Find new 9, 12, & 3 o’clock Buddies (then sit down)



How did you do?

be prepared to 
share what your 
partner shared.





Academic Language vs Everyday Language
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BICS vs CALP





l Teach your students 
explicitly how to bloom!



How Academic Language is Constructed

Bricks, Mortar 
& Buildings



Bricks

l Subject specific vocabulary that is 
often pre-taught

l Found in bold face print in the textbook

l Taught at the WORD level:

• Phonology – how words sound

• Semantics – What words mean

• Morphology – parts of words



Examples of Bricks

l Science – mitosis, habitat, polarized

l Math – right angle, reciprocal, ratio

l Social studies – government, revolt, constitution

l Language Arts – metaphor, narrator, alliteration





l Backward design!

– When planning your 
unit, decide what is the 
key academic language 
students need to know 
in order to be 
successful.



Mortar

l Basic and General utility vocabulary, explicitly 
taught within context

l Words that determine the relationship between and 
among words

l Used to construct sentences and paragraphs, and to 
engage in an academic conversation

l Taught at the SENTENCE level:

• Syntax – how words belong together



Examples of Mortar

l Connecting words: for example, because, then, but, 
sometimes, before, therefore, however, whereas

l Phrases with prepositions – on, in, under, behind, 
next to, in front of, between, in the background

l Comparatives – greater than, less than, equal to





Comparison Sentence Frames!

l Marine mammals are warm-blooded, but fish are cold-
blooded.

Ø __________ are ____________, but ________are _________.

l The basic subject/verb/object structure of this 
comparison sentence can be adapted by varying the verbs 
(have, are, can, do, use) or conjunctions (however, 
whereas).  

l The ability to manipulate these basic sentence 
structures using a variety of content is necessary for 
demonstrating the conceptual understanding of a 
lesson calling for comparison. 



More comparison Sentence Frames!

1. While __________ (subject 1) have __________, __________ 
(subject 2) have _____________.

2. _________ and __________ are similar because they both 
_______. They are different in that ____ ________, but 
_______ ______.

3. There are several major differences between _______ 
and ________.  The most notable is _____________.

Go Meta with a 
‘Words and Phrases for Comparing’ 

Word Wall!



Example of Mortar



l Backward design!

– When planning your 
unit, create sentence 
frames that students 
can use to connect 
ideas.



Buildings

l Bricks plus Mortar = Buildings = longer texts 

l Taught at the DISCOURSE* level

• Genre – type of text

• Pragmatics – knowing how and when to use                
different types of text (genre in action)

* Spoken and written text longer than a sentence



Examples of Buildings

l Science – lab reports

l Math – structure of a math problem/proof, 
oral report of how a problem is solved

l Social studies – formal debate, history 
report, news article

l Language arts – letter, narrative,   
screenplay, autobiography



Example of Buildings



Example of Buildings



Example of Buildings



Example of Buildings











Example of Buildings



Buildings = fluency



l Backward design!

– When planning your 
unit, create sentence 
frames that students 
can use as models of 
academic discourse.



Brick

Mortar

Building









How to Create an Academic Language Objective

1. Create a Content Objective

2. Choose a Function (found in content objective)

3. Decide which academic language to teach

4. Decide on the level of academic language

5. Identify Supports

6. Write an academic language objective

6



Step #1 - Create a Content Objective



Step #2  
Choose a 
function

Matches your 
content objective 

function!



Step #3 – Which academic language? 

l Noticing – “What do I notice about my students’ 
written and oral language needs?”

l Forecasting – “What language do students need in 
order to engage with the content concepts?” Backward 

design!



Step #3– Decide on the level of academic language

Bricks

l Subject specific vocabulary

l Found in bold face print in the 
text

l Taught at the WORD level:

Ø Phonology – how words sound

Ø Semantics – What words mean

Ø Morphology – parts of words

Mortar

l General utility 
vocabulary

l Used to construct 
sentences and 
paragraphs, and to 
engage in an academic 
conversation.

l Taught at the 
SENTENCE level:

Ø Syntax – how words 
belong together

Building

l Bricks plus Mortar = 
longer texts = 
Buildings

l Taught at the 
DISCOURSE* level:

Ø Genre – type of 
text

Ø Pragmatics –
knowing how and 
when to use                
different types of 
text (genre in 
action)



Step #4: Language domains: Decide which 
domains

● Speaking (orally)

● Listening
● Writing

● Reading



Step #5  
Identify 
Supports



Graphic Support - Science lab report



Supports



Step #5  
Identify 
Supports



l Backward design!

– When planning your unit, 
decide what sensory, 
graphic, or interactive 
supports will you include?



As easy as riding a bike
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Language Development Supports For English 
Language Learners To Increase Comprehension 

and Communication Skills 
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Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain )  using ____________ (vocabulary, 
or phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Step #6 Write an academic language objective



● SWBAT explain in writing (how bats are different from other mammals) 
using vocabulary such as herbivore, frugivore, and insectivores with the 
support of sentence frames.  

● SWBAT explain orally using correct stress for words like herbivore, 
frugivore, and insectivore with the support of an audio recording created 
with a partner.

● SWBAT identify through reading using the suffix –ivore for words 
like herbivore, frugivore, and insectivore with the support of flashcards in 
my team.

Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function& domain)  using ____________ (vocabulary, or 

phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).



• SWBAT summarize in writing (how bats contribute to pollination)
using ordinal numbers such as first, second, third with the support of 
a word wall.

• SWBAT compare through writing (per capita consumption of India 
and Canada) using comparative language such as greater than, less 
than, as ______ as with the support of sample sentences.

Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).



Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

• SWBAT describe (how bats disperse seeds) in an organized oral 
presentation with the support of a cycle diagram.

• SWBAT orally compare (per capita consumption patterns) using 
comparative adjectives and sentence starters with the support of 
peers in a group discussion. 

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).



Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain )  using ____________ (vocabulary, 
or phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Step #6 Write an academic language objective



More Buildings = More Educated

Life Goal



l Backward design!

– When planning your unit, 
decide what sensory, 
graphic, or interactive 
supports you will include?



Explore Language Objective Examples

1. With your team, visit the following 
website

a) https://www.nj.gov/education/modelcurric
ulum/

2. Explore your content/grade curricula.

3. Focus on the language objectives.

https://www.nj.gov/education/modelcurriculum/


Your turn!

l With your team, create a content and
corresponding language objective at the brick, 
mortar, and building level within a unit.

l Evaluate your language objectives using the rubric 
on the next slide.



Language Objective Rubric

1. Does it have a function? 1 point

2. Is there a language domain (S, W, L, R)?  1 point

3. Has academic language been identified? 1 point

4. Does it have an instructional scaffold? 1 point

5. Is it connected to the content objective selected?  1 point


